ROLE DESCRIPTION
Role Title: Greeter
Team: Greeters Team
Team Overview:
Greeters are the ambassadors of Burning Seed, and the beautiful new world we're co-creating.
At Greeters, we facilitate the transition between the default world and the burn., Our role is to
educate people about the 10 principles on their arrival, shed their default world maps and
models that no longer serve them, and set their intention for the burn ahead. The beginning of
every burning seed journey begins at greeters with a ceremonial rite of passage designed to
prepare all participants for the transformational experience ahead of them, and ensure they
can get the most out of their burn.
Role Purpose:
Armed with wit, wisdom and infectious exuberance, Greeters will be skilled information
providers conducting helpful, informational fun-shops to each carload of people that meet us
after they’ve dealt with all of the practicalities at the Gate. Greeters will give hearty hugging
welcomes to all of our Burner brethren and hand out event guides and site maps and pass on
information that is important for personal safety and the survival of the event (eg. Leave no
Trace, Media Registration info, portaloo usage, fire control info, ice sales, etc) with infectious
excitement.
We also are the liminal space between the rigid default world and the more reflexive burn
world, and our greeters station is where participants undertake their all-import right of passage
into the burn. By holding our greeter ceremonial ritual on arrival, we allow all participants to
shed or 'burn away' all the preconceived maps and models that they feel might no longer serve
them at the burn and set their intention to make the most of the transformational experience
ahead of them, entering the paddock like a new seedling after a bushfire, full of
transformational potential.
Greeters will also educate entrants in the Ten Principles to ensure the culture of Burning Seed
includes everyone on site. This will be done via a handful of games and activities that reflect
the event’s theme. Greeters will invite each entrant to participate (consent is sexy).The
activities will, and should, also change based on the creativity of those on shift.
Time Commitment:
● Flexible, and shifts will mirror gate shift times
How to Join: Register to join the crew via completing the Crew registration Form found here.
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